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Digital interactive art often demands a certain level of physical involvement 
in order to fully realise the artwork. Such an approach engages the audi-
ence and successfully provokes greater sensory awareness. However, the 
question of whether audiences are able to obtain Meaningful Experiences 
through predominantly physical interaction with art installations initiated this 
research.

In previous studies (Her and Hamlyn 2009, 2010), the authors selected 
Taipei and Kaohsiung MRT systems (Mass Rapid Transit) as the major re-
search spaces and defined the research questions:

1) What experience does the audience obtains through interaction with
the art installations?
2) How do audience experiences evolve?
3) How meaningful are these experiences?

In order to answer these questions the research has been carried out using 
multiple approaches which included a series of interviews, field studies and 
the creation of interactive installations. By examining the data from these 
different sources, the initial research framework, Engaging Characteristics 
emerged, which has been utilised for analysing the audiences’ interactive ex-
periences. Through these studies the definition and form of the four Engag-
ing Characteristics has been reinforced, whilst the additional characteristic, 
“Incentive” was later identified.

Engaging Characteristics

Incentive: is an important characteristic as it does not require an active 
input from the audience to trigger an initial interaction that leads the journey 
of interactivity between the audience and the artwork. Without this crucial 
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element subsequent interactivities may not proceed. Incentives can take on 
multiple forms. Common elements are most often acoustic or visual but can 
also include other sensory experiences.

Play: is a key component that breaks the ice as sometimes the audience 
feel it is intimidating to interact with interactive art (new technologies). Play, 
in the research context, often contains enjoyable, playful, effortless and un-
expected elements that serve as bait to lure the audience to further engage 
with the art as well as to urge them to look closer and to participate more 
deeply.

Transfer: is a transformative capacity reserved for the audience. It allows 
the audience to control and/or manipulate the course of interactivity and to 
share a sense of creativity with the author, and very often with other partici-
pants. The feedback from this to-and-fro interaction often takes place in real-
time and is clear enough to prompt the audience to contribute further inputs.

Accessibility: is the characteristic that builds upon familiarity, facilitating 
the audience to appreciate and to further engage with artworks. This may 
not necessitate the need for clear goals, or to have encouraged the audi-
ence to achieve or reveal specific meaning. Instead appropriate prompts 
may be beneficial and may lead the audience to obtain unique meaningful 
rewards and/or fulfilling outcomes.

Challenge: is a strategy that may prolong and intensify the attention-span 
of the audience. With dynamic and yet accessible challenges, the audience 
may be enticed to explore and engage, leading them to gain a more fulfilling 
experience. It is understandable that people feel intrigued and sometimes 
engaged by challenges and unexpected results when they are in charge and 
able to cope with challenges.

Fig. 1: The interactive installations (selected research subjects) in Taipei and Kaohsiung MRTs 
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The Engaging Characteristics may often appear to overlap. Nevertheless, 
each has their own specific features. Despite the fact that these character-
istics have been identified as viable strategies to facilitate the audience to 
obtain meaningful experience, the characteristics may not appear simulta-
neously in all installations. Indeed, they are often found in a disordered or 
incomplete sequence. In addition, the discrepancies of magnitude in each 
characteristic can also vary from one installation to another and therefore 
need to be unpacked on an individual basis.

The research aims to explore the concept of Meaningful Experience, 
through the way in which Engaging Characteristics may elicit Meaningful Ex-
perience in public space. The outcome of this study will articulate how these 
approaches can be employed by art practitioners in broad public contexts. In 
order to obtain more diverse data about how Meaningful Experiences can 
be invoked through engagement with digital interactive arts, further studies 
have been planned. The research at this point focuses on examination and 
analysis of the audience response and art practitioners’ experiences. In the 
next phase, a thorough comparison will be drawn. The data that has been 
collected will be used to compare artists’ preconceptions, together with 
the opinions of the MRT artwork selection panel. It is the intention of this 
research to develop practical methodologies and a research framework to 
be employed by artists and art researchers in the pursuit of more meaningful 
experiences in art-interaction.
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